Watershed Exploration: Navigate the Great Lakes

Inspirational a lifetime of Great Lakes curiosity, stewardship, and passion in people of all ages.

Inland Seas Education Association is more than a ship! Expand your group’s Great Lakes knowledge and experience by participating in our land-based, STEM watershed programs throughout the entire year. Protect the Great Lakes by understanding watersheds, and exposing youth to Great Lakes careers. Come for a day or stay overnight!

Who is Inland Seas Education Association?

Inland Seas Education Association is more than a ship! Expand your group’s Great Lakes knowledge and experience by participating in our land-based, STEM watershed programs throughout the entire year. Protect the Great Lakes by understanding watersheds, and exposing youth to Great Lakes careers. Come for a day or stay overnight!

Program

Use tools and charts to navigate on the Great Lakes. Act as a ship captain to chart a course and deliver freight. Then investigate potential ship wrecks using compass skills to learn about the Great Lakes’ shipping history.
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Inspiring a lifetime of Great Lakes curiosity, stewardship, and passion in people of all ages.
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